Technical Quality Manager at SAP
User Story
During their daily work the Technical Quality Managers – in short: TQM - at SAP do need
to know what’s going on at support for their customers. They are the quality assurance for
the customer. Avoiding any dissatisfaction and prevent escalations is very important for
SAP and the TQMs work is essential to this.
TQMs travel a lot. They do not have access to SAP support system on every place and
every device. As a first step, I would like to support their work with an application that
provides a brief overview on the support status of customers a TQM is responsible for.
The analysis concentrates on all incidents a customer opened at SAP within the last 3 to 6
months. Every incident is a description of a specific issue the customer face in one of its
installations. Besides checking the general situation, the TQM specially pays attention to
pain points a customer might have: long running incidents, productive down situations,
incidents that do not have any progress.
Based on this a TQM decides whether to contact SAP support to pay more attention to a
special case. He may also contact the customer to get feedback of him and de-escalate a
highly sensitive situation.
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Lynn Hayden
Improve customer
satisfaction

38 years old. 12 years with the
company. Travels a lot.










Get the status on open incidents
Take appropriate action and assist on
critical support cases
Make sure that the support contract is
fulfilled
Listen to the customer and understand
the customer needs

Reduce time spent on systems to get
information
Know the current status of support incidents
quickly
Contact involved parties on customer and
SAP side to clarify critical situations
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Improve customer satisfaction
Provide accurate information to customers
Reduce number of escalations
Save costs

Excess time spent on non-value task of
going through all open incidents of a
customer to figure out the critical ones
Lots of information to process manually

Customer
Support Team Members

User Experience Journey
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Point of View
Technical Quality Manager Lynn Hayden needs a way to quickly get the current status on
support incidents of her customer. She needs to know about urgent issues or pain points
that she is able to intervene early to avoid any escalation.

Mockup
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Link to the prototype:
https://standard.experiencesplash.com:443/api/projects/a379d63f89911fa80ba59fe6/prototype/snapsh
ot/latest/index.html#/1457704170821_S0
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Web IDE App
Choose a Customer. Navigate to Incidents for example.

Choose another Tab like the Advanced Incident Analysis.
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Use the checkboxes to modify the Chart that it shows the information you are looking for.

Video:
https://youtu.be/hT0Q6kRgxyE
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